Getting Started Guide

Plan. Divvy. Conquer.
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SECTION ONE

Setting Expectations
First off, welcome to DivvyHQ. We’re very glad that you have recognized your need for a robust content
planning and production workflow solution, and that you have found us!
This guide has been created to help account admins and other power users get started with account set
up, team-member onboarding and content creation. Some sections will also be helpful for your entire
team, so feel free to share this document. It’s a quick read as we’ve provided LOTS of pretty (helpful)
pictures.

Your Strategy & Objectives
Whether your organization has gone through a formal content strategy process or not, DivvyHQ was
designed to be customized and molded to your existing organizational structures, content strategy and
planning/production processes.
If you have a well-defined content strategy, then you will probably find the setup of DivvyHQ to be a
cakewalk. You’ll know how your organization is structured (teams, departments, markets, clients, etc.).
You’ll know which types of content you need to manage/produce and which content channels/programs
you are working to support. You’ll know which audiences you’re trying to reach, and what content topics
they will find valuable. And finally, you probably have a pretty good handle on how much effort and
planning is required to get all this done. Hence, you’re here.
If any of the above scares you and you’re now thinking to yourself, “Geez...we’re not quite there yet.”
Don’t fret.

Divvy’s Role
Most organizations are still in the process of figuring all this out. Thankfully, we created DivvyHQ to,
in many ways, force the best practices of proper content strategy, planning and production upon you.
The important stuff is all here. We’ve baked best practices into the application. Your job is to think
strategically about how best to utilize Divvy’s ideation, planning and workflow tools. Then use Divvy as
a process and accountability tool to keep your team organized, on schedule and on strategy.

Good luck, and Happy Divvying!

The DivvyHQ Team
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SEC TION T WO

Recommendations for Your 14-Day Trial
During your 14-day trial period, we want to make sure you and your team properly kick the tires
and really get a feel for how Divvy can impact and improve your current processes. Here are a few
recommendations to consider:
1.

Get Yourself Set Up and Acclimated - Set up your personal profile and then spend some time
with the sample content items we’ve provided on your dashboard.

2. Review and Complete our DivvyHQ Trial Worksheet - We’ve pulled together a worksheet
that should get you thinking about the basic organizational structures, workflows and content
fields that are available within Divvy. Completing this worksheet should provide a good
framework for how you will set up your calendars, users, content and meta data structure.
3. Set Up Your Trial Team - Since getting widespread adoption right out of the gate might be
a little daunting (or impossible), we’d recommend picking a small group of folks with which
you work closely, get them on a demo with one of our onboarding specialists, set up a few
calendars and start using Divvy as your content planning and production management tool for
a few days/weeks.

Set “Yourself” Up for Success - My Profile Setup
Setting up your personal Divvy profile is a breeze. To get to your My Profile page within Divvy, click on
your name in the upper right hand corner of the platform, then select My Profile.
This will take you to your My Profile section where you can tweak your General Settings, view your
Calendar Access privileges, and adjust the recent activity and email notifications you receive from
DivvyHQ.

Figure 1
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SEC TION T WO

Recommendations for Your 14-Day Trial
Since profile photos (avatars) are used throughout the application, it’s a good idea to add a photo for
yourself. Go to the General Settings tab and click “Change Your Photo.”

Figure 2

This will bring up an overlay asking you to “Choose File.” Choose the perfect picture that represents
you and all your beauty, and open/upload.
Once the photo has been uploaded, a crop tool will allow you to click, drag and resize the image until
you get it just right.

Figure 3

When you’re satisfied, hit SAVE.

Figure 4
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SEC TION T WO

Recommendations for Your 14-Day Trial
Calendar Access
Clicking the Calendar Access tab in the My Profile area will show you to which calendars you currently
have access. More on that later.

Notification Settings
As you and your team members are working in DivvyHQ, many actions will trigger email notifications
and recent activity alerts. The Notifications Settings tab gives you the ability to customize which alerts
you wish to receive and how you wish to receive them (see Figure 5).
The “Recent Activity Feed” will display notifications in the leftmost column on your dashboard. The
“Via Email” column triggers email notifications when specific actions happen.

Figure 5
PRO TIP

As you read each notification option, ask yourself, “Will this help me stay on top of my team’s
activities, or will it distract me and get in the way?” and then select accordingly.
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SEC TION T WO

Recommendations for Your 14-Day Trial
The DivvyHQ Trial Worksheet
As part of Divvy onboarding, we recommend downloading, reviewing and completing our “This is How
We Divvy” (TIHWD) worksheet (link below) that will help you think through your content strategy and
how it relates to DivvyHQ account setup. We recommend sharing the worksheet with any stakeholders
or team leads who are evaluating Divvy as a solution for content planning and workflow.
Download the Worksheet

Set Up Your Test Team
Now you, as the admin, are ready to get Divvying, but what about the rest of your team? Let’s get them
invited shall we?
Adding a team member is pretty easy and you can do it from any screen within the Divvy platform.
Look for the ADD NEW button in the upper right hand of the platform, click it, then select Team
Member.

Figure 6

An overlay will pop up asking for details about the
team member you wish to add (see Figure 7). Fill
in at least the required fields, and any other fields
you decide are pertinent, then click Add Team
Member.

Figure 7
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SEC TION T WO

Recommendations for Your 14-Day Trial
Assign Each User an Initial Role
After you’ve completed the above form, you’ll be presented with another screen that allows you to
specify a role for the new user (see Figure 8). We won’t go into too much detail on this now, but to
summarize, a user can have different roles (permissions) for different calendars. Here’s a blog post that
goes into more detail about the differences in our available roles:
http://divvyhq.com/2012/01/user-roles-explained/
With your new user in mind, give them an appropriate role for any calendars you’ve added thus far.
Since this may be a member of your test team, we’d recommend giving them an Editor role so this user
can get the full Divvy experience.

Figure 8
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SECTION THREE

Creating and Configuring Your Content Calendars
Calendar Organization
How you decide to organize your calendars is up to you. What makes the most sense for your situation?
Are you a company with multiple content properties or social channels? Maybe having a calendar for
each of these makes the most sense. Are you a corporation with multiple regions? Then you probably
want to lean towards our Enterprise plan, which includes an additional level of calendar hierarchy
(parent calendars, more on that later).
Here’s a blog post that might help your thought process:
http://divvyhq.com/2013/03/how-many-divvy-content-calendars-do-i-need/
Before we go any further, let’s get you in the right area. To start creating and organizing calendars, you
will need to head to the nerve center of DivvyHQ, the Calendar Admin. Click on your name in the upper
righthand corner of the platform, then select Calendar Admin.

Figure 9

Once in the Calendar Admin section, within the General Settings tab, you will see your current Calendar
organization on the righthand side.

Figure 10
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SECTION THREE

Creating and Configuring Your Content Calendars
Adding Calendars - Child vs. Parent Calendars
There are two types of calendars in DivvyHQ, child calendars and parent calendars. Parent calendars
are only available for Enterprise accounts. Child calendars are the basic organizational structure in the
Divvy platform. Parent calendars function as an additional level of organization to group multiple child
calendars. Below we describe how to add each.

Adding a Calendar (Either Type)
Calendars can be added two different ways. You can click the green ADD NEW button (which is a
persistent button available throughout Divvy) and select Calendar (see Figure 11), or go to the Calendar
Admin and click the green Add New Calendar button (Figure 12).

Figure 11

Figure 12
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SECTION THREE

Creating and Configuring Your Content Calendars
Adding a Child Calendar in a Lite or Pro Account
Once you click the Add New Calendar button, an overlay will appear. Give your calendar a name and
click Add Calendar. You’re done! You can now go to your Calendar Admin and start customizing your
new calendar.

Figure 13

Adding a Parent Calendar (Enterprise Only)
For enterprise accounts, when you click the Add New Calendar button, an overlay will appear. Give your
calendar a name and select the Parent option. Then click the Add Calendar button.

Figure 14

Adding a Child Calendar in an Enterprise Account
You’ll follow the same process to add a parent calendar, but you’ll select Child in the overlay/form.
You’ll also be prompted to specify to which parent calendar this child calendar belongs.

Figure 15
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SECTION THREE

Creating and Configuring Your Content Calendars
Customizing Your Calendars
Now that you’ve added some calendars, DivvyHQ provides a wide variety of customization options
that will allow you to tailor each calendar’s settings to properly manage its associated content. Head to
the Calendar Admin section located in the drop down under your name in the upper right hand of the
platform.
Once there, customization starts by selecting the calendar you want to configure via the drop down in
the blue header bar.

Figure 16

General Settings
The General Settings tab allows you to edit the Calendar Name, Parent Calendar association (Enterprise
only) and the calendar color, as well as delete the calendar (if needed).

Figure 17
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SECTION THREE

Creating and Configuring Your Content Calendars
Team Members
If you are more than a one-man band, adding team members will be a must. All team member
management functionality is detailed in “Section 4 - Managing Team Members” of this guide.

Content Types
The Content Types tab gives you the ability to customize which types of content you will be managing
for each calendar. DivvyHQ provides a default list of content types (left column) out of the box, but you
can also add your own custom content types.
So, start with your selected calendar in mind and browse through the default content types list on
the left. Check the box next to each content type that is relevant for that calendar. Next, move to the
middle column and think about any unique content formats/assets that you want to include. Insert the
custom content type name in the input field and hit the green Add button.

Figure 18

Note that each content type also has an icon associated with it. Clicking Edit next to each custom
content type will trigger the Edit Content Type overlay. You can either choose an icon from the set of
pre-loaded icons, or you can upload a custom icon from your file system. When done, click Save.

Figure 19
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SECTION THREE

Creating and Configuring Your Content Calendars
Workflow
With the unique nature of content production workflow, DivvyHQ provides users with multiple workflow
tools that allow you to either keep things simple, or get very specific.
All Divvy accounts can utilize the simple workflow below, which also doubles as the various stages
found in the Content Status field in Divvy’s content editor.

Figure 20

Parking Lot – Have a content idea? Store it in your Parking Lot.
Planned – You’ve earmarked this piece to be produced sometime in the future, but you haven’t
started production and no publish date or deadline has been set.
In Production – Production has begun and we have a deadline to hit.
To Review – This content item is ready to be reviewed.
Approved – Production is complete and it’s been approved for publishing.
Published – The content item has been published.

Create Your Own Workflow
Divvy Pro and Enterprise accounts have the ability to create a custom workflow for each calendar, which
can be used to establish a consistent workflow template for different types of content. For example,
producing a blog post might consistently require the following steps:
Write first draft > Source a photo > Initial review/editing > Final review > Post to Wordpress.
Just imagine how much time it would take for you to create these individual tasks every time you input a
new blog post into your editorial calendar. No thanks.
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SECTION THREE

Creating and Configuring Your Content Calendars
Building this workflow template automates the process of creating individual tasks for each content item
(a big time saver). Additionally, specifying “average duration” automates deadline scheduling for each
task, so you’ll actually have a better chance of completing your content on time!
To create a custom workflow for an individual calendar (see Figure 21), follow the steps below.

Figure 21
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SECTION THREE

Creating and Configuring Your Content Calendars
1.
2.
3.
4.

Within the Calendar Admin, click the Workflow tab.
Choose a calendar from the Calendar drop-down menu.
Click the Yes/No toggle button to enable the Custom Workflow function on that calendar.
Start adding or editing your production steps.

Figure 22

Once you enable the workflow builder, you’ll notice that we’ve pre-loaded a few production steps. You
can either delete all those and start from scratch, or edit them. You can also reorder existing steps (drag
to reorder) or add new steps based on your own workflow scenario.
When you add a new step (or edit an existing one) a popup will display where you can complete the
following:
•
•
•
•

Edit/input the name of the production task
Give the production task an average duration (how long it typically takes to get this task done)
Select a default team member responsible for the task (if the same person is typically
responsible for this task)
Click Save.

Figure 23
PRO TIP

Start at the last production step (example: Final Review/Approval) and work towards the first
production step (example: Copywriting), to build your custom workflow. So ask yourself, “How
long does each one of these tasks take?” Then input that as the duration.
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SECTION THREE

Creating and Configuring Your Content Calendars
Content Strategy Fields
Defining your content strategy is paramount for any successful content marketing initiative. Typical
content strategy exercises include identifying your key audiences (buyer profiles/personas), being
thoughtful about the content topics they care about, and having a plan for how to produce and deliver
that content to them on a consistent basis.
With these best practices in mind, DivvyHQ provides several common, content strategy fields that can
be preloaded with meta data that you’ve identified through your content strategy process. This allows
you to mold your content strategy into the application, tag your content appropriately, and use this
valuable meta data for various filtering and reporting purposes.

Available Fields
Content strategy meta data can be added on a per calendar basis or at the All Calendars level. You can
preload the following content strategy fields:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Topic/Categories – Allows you track certain topics or content categories essential to your
content strategy.
Target Audiences – With whom does your content need to reach and resonate? Keep yourself
and your team focused in on these audience segments or personas during content production.
Buyer Stages – Have you mapped your buyer’s journey? Which content types or topics would
be most effective at each stage? Organizations who are thoughtful about this are #winning.
Publishing Channels – To which channels do you publish content? Preload your publishing
channels so your team knows where each piece will ultimately live.
Promotional Channels – Will you be promoting your content after it’s published? Help your
social team by directing their promotion efforts towards specific channels.
Keywords/Tags – We all know the power of Google. A keyword-centric content production and
optimization effort should be part of any content marketing program. Keep your keywords top
of mind whenever you are creating content by making use of this field.
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SECTION THREE

Creating and Configuring Your Content Calendars
How to Load Content Strategy Fields
Before you start populating these fields with data, think about with which calendars your data should be
associated. You have the option to add meta data to single calendars, Parent calendars (Enterprise only)
or at the All Calendars level. There is some data propagation set up behind the scenes, so for example,
adding a content topic at the All Calendars level will propagate that topic down (make it available) to
all parent and child calendars. This may be a big time saver if you have a holistic/company-wide list of
content topics or audiences that are applicable for all your content initiatives.
Select how you want to load your content strategy data via the calendar drop down menu in the top
blue header. Then simply fill in the corresponding content strategy field and push the green Add
button.

Figure 24
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SECTION THREE

Creating and Configuring Your Content Calendars
PRO TIP

If you’ve added your content strategy meta data at the All Calendars or Parent calendar level, you
can adjust which values will be present at the child calendar level using the checkboxes next to
each value.

Editing or Deleting Content Strategy Values
Next to each content strategy value, you’ll see blue Edit and Delete links. You can use those to manage
the values that you’ve entered previously.

Requiring or Disabling Content Strategy Fields
Under each Content Strategy entry field, you’ll see Required and Disabled checkboxes (see Figure 25).
In the event that one or more of these content strategy fields are either super important or not relevant
at all, you can check the appropriate box. If you mark a certain field as required, users will not be able
to save a content item without checking a value in that field. If you disable a field, that field will not be
visible within Divvy’s content editor.

Figure 25
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SECTION THREE

Creating and Configuring Your Content Calendars
Importing Content into DivvyHQ
If you’ve been living in spreadsheet hell, DivvyHQ provides a simple import tool that enables bulk
importing of your content data from a CSV file. From the Calendar Admin, click the Content Imports tab
and then click the “New Import” button in the top right.

Figure 26

Step 1 - Select a Calendar - Due to Divvy’s calendar-based architecture, and our desire to make the
import process simple, users can only import content data into one calendar at a time. For example:
Let’s say you have an editorial calendar spreadsheet that lists all types of content. But you’ve set up
separate Divvy calendars for each content type. You’ll need to separate your spreadsheet into different
CSV files that mirror your DivvyHQ calendar setup. Then when you’re ready to import, you’ll start by
selecting the individual calendar to which you wish to upload the first batch of data.
Step 2 - Format your Spreadsheet - Formatting your spreadsheet properly is the most important
part of this process, and probably the most challenging. To help, Divvy’s import wizard includes a
downloadable CSV template and a video tutorial.
The key to success is to ensure
that Divvy can recognize
and map your data to the
corresponding fields, team
members and meta data
that you’ve loaded into your
DivvyHQ account. For example:
If team member names and
meta data is spelled differently
between your spreadsheet and
your Divvy account, the import
process may result in data
inaccuracies.

Figure 27
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SECTION THREE

Creating and Configuring Your Content Calendars
When you’ve completed the formatting process, save your file as a CSV and jump back into Divvy’s
import wizard.
Step 3 - Upload your CSV file
- Once you’ve selected your
calendar and formatted your
CSV, click Choose File and find
the file on your file system.
Step 4 - Map your columns
to DivvyHQ’s available fields
- DivvyHQ’s import tool will
quickly process your uploaded
CSV file and display Step 4, the
field mapping step. Your column
structure will be displayed with
each column’s header label (top
row) and the first row of your
content data (second row). Click
the drop-down selector in each
column to map your data column
to one of Divvy’s native fields.

Figure 28

Step 5 - Name Your Import Give your import a name so you
can find it later.
Step 6 - Start Your Import When you’ve completed the
mapping and import naming
steps, click Start Import.
Depending on the amount of
content items being imported,
this process may take a few
minutes. You can return to this
Content Imports tab to view the
progress of your import anytime.

Figure 29

Final Check - It’s always a good
idea to review your content
data after an import. You can
do this by going to the Content
interface and clicking the Last
Figure 30
Import tab. If you notice that any errors or data inaccuracies exist, you can “undo” the import and go
through the import wizard again.
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SECTION FOUR

Managing Team Members
Inviting Team Members & Reviewers
There are three ways you can add team members to your Divvy account.
1. You can use the persistent +ADD NEW drop down in the top right and select Team Member
2. You can go to the Team Members section located in your Profile menu (top right).
3. Or you can go to the Calendar Admin > Team Members tab.
Once there, click the orange Add Team Member button to display the Add Team Member invitation
form. Fill in at least the required fields (First Name, Last Name, Email Address) and then click the green
Add Team Member button (see Figure 31). If you would like the team member to utilize a Reviewer-only
user seat, then select this option before clicking the Add Team Member button.

Figure 31

After you’ve clicked Add Team Member you will be presented with a screen that allows you to select
the newly added team member’s role on a per calendar basis (see Figure 33 on page 22). If you
selected the Reviewer-only option on the previous form, then you will only be able to give the new user
Internal Reviewer or External Reviewer roles on each calendar.
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SECTION FOUR

Managing Team Members
DivvyHQ User Roles Explained
Each user role in DivvyHQ comes with a specific set of permissions. These permissions determine what
users are able to see and do within the platform. Below is a brief explanation of each user role.
Global Admin – Has complete control over the account and its users. Essentially, they can see all and
do all.
Billing Admins – This person can have any user role on each calendar, but applying this role means they
can manage account settings/billing as well. This is a good role to give to someone who doesn’t need
to be active in the account but does need to be able to manage the billing details.
Parent Calendar Admins – For enterprise accounts, this role can do everything on the parent calendar
(and all associated child calendars) to which they are assigned.
Editors – They have all content-related permissions (full read/write access) on the calendars (and
associated content) to which they are assigned.
Contributors – They can view all content on the calendars to which they are assigned. They can create
new content items on calendars to which they have access. They have full read/write access on the
content items to which they are the content owner. They can edit content items to which they are
assigned.
Internal Reviewers – They can view (read-only access) all content on the CALENDARS to which they’ve
been given access, and they have read-only access of those content items, and can add comments or
attachments. They can’t create new content items. They can change the content status to Approved,
edit their own production tasks, and upload/download file attachments on CONTENT ITEMS to which
they are assigned.
External Reviewers – They can only view (read-only access) content items to which they’ve been
assigned. They can’t create new content items. On content items they’ve been assigned to, they can
change the content status, edit their own production tasks, upload/download file attachments, and
create and reply to comments.
For a more detailed breakdown:
http://divvyhq.com/2012/01/user-roles-explained/
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SECTION FOUR

Managing Team Members
Assigning Access and User Roles Per Calendar
Each user can be assigned a different role on each calendar. For example, one of your team members
might need to be the editor for your blog calendar, but they should be an internal reviewer on your
social media calendar.

Figure 33

Once you’ve added a team member, you will be presented with an overlay that will show the calendars
specific to your account, with a corresponding drop-down menu for each (see Figure 33). Clicking on
these drop downs will provide you with the user roles available. Select the role that best applies for that
team member on each calendar.
Selecting a role on a Parent Calendar will trigger a notification that the role selected will propagate to
all the child calendars underneath it.
Once you’ve determined the best roles for the team member to have on each calendar, click the Apply
Changes button.
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SECTION FOUR

Managing Team Members
Deleting a Team Member and Resolving Conflicts
If by chance you ever need to delete a team member from your account, it’s important that any
calendars or content they own is reassigned to another user.
To delete a team member, either go to your Team Members management area (located in the top right
drop-down menu) or the Calendar Admin > Team Members tab. Hover over the team member’s name
and click the Delete User link (see Figure 34). The system will ask you to confirm your user deletion.

Figure 34

You’ll then be presented with a conflict resolution form (see Figure 35), which ensures that deleting a
user doesn’t delete any calendars or content they may have created in your Divvy account. The system
will search for any calendars or content items that this user owns and display drop-down selectors for
each calendar.

Figure 35

If the team member created any calendars, they will be displayed in the “New Owner” column in the
middle of this overlay. Select a new calendar owner from the drop-down menu.
If the team member owns any content items on these associated calendars, drop-down menus will be
displayed for each calendar. Select a new content owner for those content items.
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SECTION FIVE

Creating Content
The Add New Content Form
Ready to start adding content? Great! Click the green +ADD NEW button in the top right and select
Content Item.
Within the Add New Content form (see Figure 36), give your content item a title and a description
(optional) that summarizes the item. Then select a calendar, a content type and the owner who will
be responsible for this item. If this content item is associated to a campaign that has been previously
added into the system, you can select the campaign within this form as well. Note that your field
selections can be changed later if you’re not sure about these details.

Figure 36

From here, you have a few options for saving the content item.
1.

Clicking “SAVE” will save the content item with a Planned status, so you will be able to locate
the item later in the Planned view of the Content interface.

2. Clicking “Add Detail” will take you straight into the DivvyHQ content editor allowing you to
add more detail or begin production on this content item immediately.
3. Clicking “Park It” will save this content item in DivvyHQ’s Parking Lot, the storage area for
content ideas. You can go to the Ideas area to locate this item later.
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SECTION FIVE

Creating Content
Adding Content From the Calendar

Figure 37

DivvyHQ also allows users to add content items directly from the calendar interface. Simply hover over
the day on which you want the content item scheduled and click the green +Add New Item link.
Once clicked, an Add New Content overlay will popup with the corresponding date already filled in.
Complete the remaining content fields and click Save or Add Detail to proceed with production!
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SECTION SIX

Navigating the DivvyHQ Content Editor
Key Details
In the left column of the Content Editor, the Key Details section (see Figure 38) allows you to select the
calendar with which the content item is associated, the Content Type, and the Status of the content
item. You can also decide if this content item should be visible on the shared calendar or not. If you
ever need to change the calendar association, content type, or update the status as you progress
through your workflow, no problem. Make your change and hit Save.

Figure 38

Assigning Team Members
The content owner might not be the only person that plays a role in getting an item produced,
approved and/or published. Think about your production and approval workflow and use the Team
Members section in the left column to assign all stakeholders who need to be involved.
To assign other team members to this item, check the box next to their names (see Figure 39). Based on
their notification settings, assigned team members will automatically receive a notification letting them
know that they’ve been assigned to this item.

Figure 39
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SECTION SIX

Navigating the DivvyHQ Content Editor
Key Dates
The Key Dates section includes three date field that allow you to schedule a primary deadline for the
content item, a Promotion date, and a Maintenance date (see Figure 40).
The Deadline field is intended to be the primary due date for the content item. The Promotion date
can be used to schedule when this item should be promoted. The Maintenance date is intended to be
used for content governance, so you can be reminded to come back and review this item in the future
to make sure the information is still accurate, links are still active, or to check on the content item’s
performance (via your analytics).

Figure 40

Creating a Recurring Series
Much like creating a recurring event in Outlook or Google Calendar, DivvyHQ allows you to create a
recurring content series, such as a weekly blog series or e-newsletter. This is a big time-saver for adding
these recurring content pieces and it provides you with the visual reminder on the DivvyHQ calendar.
To create a recurring series, follow the steps below.
1.

Create your base content item - Add a new content item from the +Add New drop-down
and click Add Detail. Go through the content editor and add any relevant content and meta
data that should be included when this item is duplicated.

2. Set the initial deadline - In the Key Dates area, set the initial deadline for the first instance of
this series. Then click SAVE.
3. Establish the recurrence settings - Click the Create Recurring Series link at the bottom of
the Key Dates area. This will trigger the Recurrent Settings overlay form(see Figure 41). You
can set your recurrence frequency as daily, weekly, monthly or variations of those. Again,
these settings mimic the functionality of other calendar applications, so you should be able to
specify your desired recurrence settings.
4. Save! - When done, click SAVE. The system will then create duplicate content items per your
recurrence settings. Each of these content items can then be edited individually, or updated in
bulk as a series.
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Figure 41

Production Schedule & Task Management
DivvyHQ provides a task management layer under each content item. You can add, edit, and delete
production tasks via the Production Schedule area in the left column of the content editor, as well as
within the Task Panel, which is docked on the right of the content editor (see Figure 42). You can add as
many production tasks as needed for each content item.

Figure 42
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You can add a production task to a content item by clicking the Add New button in either location. You
will then be presented with the Edit Task overlay (see Figure 43). and you can complete any/all relevant
fields to specify who is assigned to the task, as well as start date/time and deadline date/time. Keep in
mind that your production task deadline needs to fall before the deadline of the content item.

Figure 43

Content Strategy Fields
Assuming you’ve pre-loaded some meta data within the Calendar
Admin > Content Strategy area, it’s now time to “tag” your content
item with the relevant meta data. From the content editor, expand
the Content Strategy area. Think about the content item you
are creating and browse through the content strategy fields to
determine which values need to be checked (see Figure 44).
If you haven’t added meta data within the Calendar Admin, you can
“Add New” meta data within each field (topics/categories, target
audiences, keywords, etc.)(see Figure 44). Once a new value is
added, you’ll be asked if this new value should be made available to
other calendars within your account (see Figure 45).

Figure 45

Figure 44
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The WYSIWYG Editor
DivvyHQ’s WYSIWYG editor works like many other CMS editors and provides many of the typical
formatting options like spell check, fonts, bold, italics, etc. You can even insert an image as long as you
have it hosted somewhere.
PRO TIP

Always remember, you can attach an image/document to any content item via the attachments tab
(paperclip) located on the right hand side of the content editor.
For those who like to write in a full-screen environment, Divvy’s content editor provides two options.
1.

Hide the left column - Clicking the gray checkbox icon in the left column will collapse (hide) the
entire column, giving you more room to write.
2. Full-screen WYSIWYG - Within the formatting buttons, there’s a full-screen button that, when
clicked, will expand Divvy’s WYSIWYG editor to full screen.

Figure 46

The Recent Activity Panel
As you work through the production of a content item, DivvyHQ is logging/storing various events such
as production task completion, status changes and file uploads. All of this activity can be viewed via
the Recent Activity Panel (see Figure 47), docked on the right side. This panel will also show you which
team member completed each action.

Figure 47
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The Comments Panel
The comments panel provides an area where you can collaborate with your team on an individual
content item. Adding a comment will trigger a recent activity notification and send the comment via
email (depending on your users’ notifications settings) to the team members who are assigned to the
content item. You can also @mention an individual person, which will send a direct email to that person.

The File Attachments Panel
DivvyHQ’s content editor is designed to be a single, secure container that houses all assets associated
with an individual content item. By clicking the paperclip icon, docked on the right, content producers
can attach and store any type of file, provided each file is under 10mb. There is no storage limit and you
can store as many files as you need.
To upload a file, you can either click the Choose File button and select a file from your computer, or
you can drag-and-drop your file into the dashed rectangle area within the File Attachments Panel (see
Figure 48). Once uploaded, the file will be referenced with a thumbnail and some key details, including:
hyperlinked file name (which will open a file preview), the user who uploaded the file, and the upload
date/time. These details should aid in version control.

Figure 48

Users also have the ability to specify some additional details by clicking on the More link under the
attachment. Clicking the link will expose additional fields and data, including: Image Title, Description,
File Type and File Size.
Downloading files can be achieved by either clicking the hyperlinked file name or by right clicking
and selecting Save As. Again, there is no limitation on the number of files that can be stored within a
content item. The only limitation is the 10mb file size limit per file.
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Duplicating a Content Item
As you produce and store more and more content within Divvy, opportunities for repurposing existing
content assets becomes a regular reality. If you have an idea for a new piece of content, it may be smart
to do a quick search (using Divvy’s search utility) on that topic to see if existing content already exists. If
you find something that can be reused, Divvy’s “Duplicate” function will come in handy.
Near the top of Divvy’s content editor, you will notice the Duplicate button (see Figure 49). Clicking this
button will create an exact duplicate of your existing content item and allow you to start editing this
new item’s content and settings. This is another big time-saver and ensures that you’re tracking each
individual instance of content, regardless of format.

Figure 49

Once you’ve clicked Duplicate, you have the option to enter a new deadline for this duplicate content
item. If you don’t enter a new deadline, the original content item’s deadline will be used.

Figure 50

PRO TIP

Don’t forget to make the necessary changes to the duplicate you’ve created. Updates to the new
item’s Calendar, Content Type, or the content itself may be warranted.
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Using the “Send To” Feature to Route Your Content
Let’s say you’ve just completed the first draft of a content item. To keep this project moving, you’d like
to notify other team members regarding it’s status. DivvyHQ’s “Send To” function provides a simple
notification function that will send a quick email (with a direct link and a message) to your desired team
members (see Figure 51).

Figure 51

To execute this function, click the Send To button and an overlay will appear. This form allows you to
select the individual(s) to which you want the content to be sent, and type a short message.

Figure 52

When done, click the orange Send button – the message is off and racing to their inbox. After hitting
Send, a second overlay will appear. This confirms that the message was sent and prompts you to do
some cleanup on the content item if necessary. You can check off any production tasks that have been
completed and change the content item status if needed.

Figure 53
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Deleting a Content Item
Should you ever need to delete a content item, open the content item in the DivvyHQ content editor
and look for the trash can icon in the top right. Click it and then confirm the deletion via the pop-up
confirmation.
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At DivvyHQ, we’re pushing hard to continually add new, direct publishing options for our users. From
within the Divvy platform, we want you to be able to publish your content directly to various social
networks, CMS platforms (coming soon) and other distribution mechanisms with the click of a button.
Below is a step-by-step guide for establishing connections with your publishing channels, setting
publishing permissions for your team, and posting content items to a specific channel.

Connecting Social Publishing Channels Using the Integrations Admin
In order to manage the myriad of publishing channels that you might want to connect, we’ve built an
“Integrations Admin” area, which is your hub for managing your third-party platform integrations.
To make your first connection, look for the Integrations Admin under your My Profile menu in the top
right. Once there, select the platform category tab that corresponds to the type of platform you wish to
connect (currently only Social Channels). Then click the Add Connection button (see Figure 54).

Figure 54

You’ll then be presented with a pop-up form that directs you to choose one of the available platforms
to which we currently integrate (see Figure 55).

Figure 55
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Based on your chosen platform, the system will walk you through an authorization process where you
will be required to log in and authorize Divvy’s connection and publishing permissions. For example:
If connecting to a Facebook page, you’ll be required to log in with your normal Facebook login
credentials, authorize Divvy to publish content on your behalf, and choose to which Facebook page you
want to post content.

Setting Up Your Publishing Team Per Channel
With your channel connection established, click the new connection (tab) to configure your publishing
team (see Figure 56). Your publishing team should be the users with whom you are comfortable posting
content to that channel.

Figure 56

Within this Publishing Team tab, there are two area: Team Admins and Team Members. The difference
is that Admins can not only publish content to this channel, but they have permission to configure the
settings of this channel connection (add other team members, etc.). Team members can only post
content.
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Direct Posting of Content to Social Channels
As soon as you have established a publishing channel connection in the Integrations Admin, you’ll now
see a green Post button when working with a content item in the Divvy content editor.
Within the content editor, the summary/description field also doubles as the Social Post field, which will
be the text of your social post. A character counter is provided if needed (see Figure 57). If you plan to
post an image along with your social post, open the attachments panel and upload your image. You’ll
be able to select this image in the next step.

Figure 57

Once you’re satisfied with your post text and image (if applicable), hit Save and then click the Post
button. This will trigger the Post Content overlay and provide a few final options.

Figure 58
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Within the Post Content Item overlay, you have the following options:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select channels - You can post to one or multiple channels at the same time.
Edit your post text if needed.
Select the image you want to accompany your post.
Enable scheduling - Want this to post at a specific date and time in the future? Schedule it!
Mark the content item as published - If this content item was intended to be a social post in the
first place, you might want to go ahead and mark it as published.
When you’re done, click POST!

Viewing Scheduled (Future) and Past Social Posts
Once you’ve started utilizing DivvyHQ’s direct publishing features, you can view and manage those
individual social posts in much the same way as you can view and manage content items.
To view your scheduled posts, head over to the Content interface and look for the Scheduled Posts
tab. In that view, you can use the Post Status filter to toggle between scheduled/future social posts and
published posts. You can also cancel scheduled post if necessary.

Figure 59
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If you’ve been working in marketing or advertising for any length of time, you’ve probably planned and
executed your fair share of campaigns over the years. But despite today’s content marketing purists
trying to steer companies and agencies away from the campaign mentality, reality dictates that most
companies still produce a majority of their content to promote specific programs, initiatives and events.
To properly support this reality, DivvyHQ now provides a robust campaigns management area that will
help you keep your campaigns, and their supporting content, more organized.

Add a New Campaign Form
To create a new campaign, click the Add New button in the upper right, and click Campaign.

Figure 60

Type in your campaign a name and then select it’s associated calendars. Since certain team members
and content types are attached to specific calendars, this calendar selection ensures only those people
will be able to see and manage content for this campaign.
Next, select a campaign type. Three campaign types are available, including:
• Regular Campaign - promotions, discount offers, product launch, etc.
• Event - a physical event, tradeshow or webinar
• Content Theme - a certain time period where you’ll focus on a specific topic
Lastly, select the campaign’s start date and end date. When you’re satisfied with these details, click
SAVE. Your new campaign will now be visible as a spanning event on your DivvyHQ calendar, and
available in Divvy’s new Campaigns dashboard.
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Campaign List View
From Divvy’s Campaign list view, you can view all campaigns that have been added into your account.
You can also do the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Preview a Campaign - A single click on an individual campaign will allow you to expand and
view the campaign’s description.
Search - The search box in the upper left allows you to filter down the campaigns list based on
the Campaign’s title.
Filter - Use filters to locate campaigns based on date ranges, calendars, campaign types or
campaign status.
Manage Columns - Data columns can also be managed much like Divvy’s Content interface.
Add a New Campaign - Click the Add New Campaign button in the top right.

Figure 60a
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Campaign Detail View
To view or edit the details of a campaign, you can either click View Detail from the Campaigns list view
or doubleclick a campaign from Divvy’s calendar interface.

Figure 61

DivvyHQ’s new Campaign Detail View provides a much more robust set of fields to capture and
manage your campaign details. By clicking Edit in the top right, you can edit all campaign fields,
including adding your campaign team and a campaign description.

Figure 62

When you’re done editing or viewing a campaign’s detail, and you want to go back to the campaign list
view, you can click the back arrow in the upper left next to the Campaign Detail header.
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In the event that you want to Delete a Campaign, go to the campaign detail view and click the trash can
icon in the upper right. Confirm the deletion by clicking Delete.

Figure 63

This interface also provides a full list of all content items that have been associated with this campaign.
This should be a big time saver for checking in on the progress of current campaigns, or reviewing the
performance of past campaigns.

Viewing Campaigns in the DivvyHQ Calendar
With DivvyHQ’s new campaigns feature, users will now see campaigns as multi-day spanning events on
their content calendar (see Figure 61). Campaigns that span more than 14 days will be displayed at the
top of the calendar, but anything shorter will appear inline on the calendar’s associated dates.
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Navigating the Divvy Dashboard
DivvyHQ’s dashboard interface gives each user a dynamic snapshot of what’s happening right now
within your Divvy account. The Recent Activity column provides a chronological feed of recent actions
and events completed by individual users. The Content Items Due column displays past-due content
and upcoming content deadlines. The Published Content column lists content that has been completed
in the last 30 days. And finally, clicking the white arrow on the far right will expose the Production Tasks
column, which is your personal task list.

Searching DivvyHQ
As the volume of content within your DivvyHQ account grows, Divvy’s search tool might just become
your best friend. Whether you’re just looking for a specific piece of content, or you’re wanting to browse
Divvy’s archive for an approved content piece you can repurpose, Divvy search has you covered.
Users can search for content via two areas in Divvy. There is the persistent search box located in the top
header of the platform. Or you can go to the Content interface and click the Search tab, which provides
an additional search input field.

Figure 64

Divvy search works like most other boolean search tools in that you can input a single keyword or
a phrase to find the content you are looking for. Current searchable fields include a content item’s
headline, summary/description and body content. Additional, searchable fields will be added to the
search tool in the near future.
Upon initiating a search, you will be transitioned to the search results view (within the Content interface)
and you’ll see matching search results with basic information about the content item. A single click on
the content item title will take you to its content editor screen.
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Working with the Parking Lot
Have a great idea, but don’t know what you’re going to do with it? Park it! The DivvyHQ Parking Lot
allows you to have those moments of brilliance and capture them in a shared repository for future
review. You can store them for later, until you are ready to unleash them on the internet world.
To add an idea to your Parking Lot, add a new content item, fill in the required fields, then hit Park It.

Figure 65

Ideas that you Park are stored in the Parking Lot where they await your continued genius. You can
access your Parking Lot items a couple of ways. You can click on the Ideas tab in the main navigation,
then select the Parking Lot tab.

Figure 66
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You can also access your Parking Lot via the calendar interface by clicking the docked Parking Lot
button on the right side. This will open the Parking Lot panel and allow you to browse your ideas while
viewing your Divvy content calendar:

Figure 67

Should you be looking to fill a hole on your content calendar, you can simply drag and drop ideas from
the Parking Lot column directly onto your calendar.

Figure 68
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Calendar Drag & Drop
Need to change the deadline of a content item? Maybe you need to free up some space for a more
urgent post. Thankfully this is no problem with our calendar drag-and-drop feature.
When you are on the calendar interface you can drag and drop a content item (as long as it’s not part
of a recurring series), as well as production tasks, from one date to another. When you change the
deadline of a content item, notifications will automatically go out to team members assigned to it,
saving you the hassle!

Create Your Ideal Content View

Figure 69

If your organization manages a lot of ongoing content initiatives, there’s a good chance your calendar
and content interface are jam-packed with content items...AND you may not want to see it all.
Thankfully, DivvyHQ’s filtering tools make it easy to focus in on the content you want to see. You can do
this on the fly, as well as establish default, filtered views within the Content and Calendar interfaces.
For example, the Content interface provides you with a multitude of filters and column preferences,
which you can specify for each tab (In Progress, My Content, etc.).
To adjust your default view, start by selecting the content tab you want to configure. Adjust the
available filters (Calendars, Dates, Team Members, etc.) and for each filter, check the ‘Set as Default’
checkbox. Clicking Apply will establish this filtered view as your default, which will be applied every
time you come back to this tab (Figure 70).
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Figure 70

Within the Content Interface, you can also customize the data columns that you’d like to be present in
the data table. Towards the right hand side of the Content Interface is the Edit Columns drop down.
Like with the other filters, you can select which columns to show or not show and set your default set of
data columns for that tab (Figure 71).

Figure 71
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And if that wasn’t enough customization, you can actually change the order of the columns within your
content view. Hovering over each column header will display a drag bars icon at the top right of each
column. Then simply click and drag the column to the left or right and drop it in your desired location.
This column order will now be your default view going forward (Figure 72).

Figure 72

Bulk Actions
The Content Interface allows you to perform a few Bulk Actions with your content and more are in the
works. Currently, you can bulk delete and bulk publish multiple content items in one shot. To perform
one of these bulk actions, select your desired content items and click the bulk actions drop down.
Select which bulk action you want to perform and then click apply (Figure 73).

Figure 73
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Exporting Content to CSV
Need to output your content data? We make that pretty easy with our Export to CSV feature. Start by
using your content filters to narrow your content list down to the content items you wish to export. Then
just hit the .CSV button in the upper right hand of the Content Interface.

Figure 74

Printing DivvyHQ Screens
Need to print your Divvy content list for a meeting or to email to a colleague? DivvyHQ’s content and
calendar interfaces can both be printed by clicking the print icon near the top right of each screen.

Figure 75

Congratulations! You made it. You’re now well on your way to being a rockstar Divvy-er! We hope you
found this guide helpful. Should you have additional questions or need more training, please contact
our customer experience team at support@divvyhq.com.
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